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Though energy-saving technologies and energy 
efficient solutions are introduced now in all field of 
technique, energy consumption increases in world 
from year to year. Energy consumption in world will 
increase by 49 % [1] during 2007–2035 years based 
on results of international researches executed by 
Bloomberg BusinessWeek Research Services and 
ABB company in August, 2011. It’s necessary to 
place in operation one 1GW power electrostation a 
week for next 20 years in order to satisfy the increas-
ing electric power requirements. However, it’s not 
sufficient only to increase power to be generated so 
that the problem of electric power deficiency would be 
decided. It’s also necessary to provide high quality of 
energy supplied for consumers.  

Nowadays part of nonlinear electric loads is 60 % 
of all loads [2], so the problem to provide required 
quality of supplied electric power is one of main prob-
lems for energy industries, and as level of energy con-
sumption will be increase in future, this problem will 
become critical increasingly [3].  

Increasing part of nonlinear loads relates to em-
ployment of electric arc steel-smelting induction fur-
naces, transformers, discharge lamps [4, 5] and as well 
that semiconductor devices and devices based on ones 
(such as static converters, welders, domestic and of-
fice equipment etc.) are quickly developed and distri-
buted in world [6].  

Adverse influence of nonlinear loads is that it 
yields nonsinusoidal current in mains. Nonsinusoidal 
harmonics of current fly through elements of electric 
scheme and call voltage drops having nonsinusoidal 
form. Harmonics of current, full impedances of 

scheme and as result voltages of harmonics, supplied 
from mains, are quantities changing in time, that’s 
why there are some distortions in mains [7]. There is a 
harmonic part of current, and as result there are some 
perceptible economic damages. It follows substantial-
ly from decay of efficiency of equipment perfor-
mance, arise of higher losses of hysteresis, and arise 
of extra losses from eddy currents in iron and losses in 
windings of transformers. As well it’s reason for there 
can be single-phase short circuits on the ground in 
cable lines, electro punctures, oscillations in electric 
machines, hence breakdowns and reducing lifetime of 
machines are. Also, lifetime of electric systems reduc-
es because of  there are increasing intension of electric 
and thermal wearing of insolation in electric systems, 
reducing reliability of electric circuits performance  
and reliability of technology processes performance, 
troubles in performance and earlier failing high exact 
devices, increasing additional losses in networks and 
devices themselves, distortions in telecommunication 
and other communication networks,  troubles in per-
formance of  protect devices and worsening their cha-
racteristics, reducing lifetime of main electric equip-
ment of energy systems, reducing reliability and hav-
ing fault in automatic and  microprocessor-based 
systems performance [4–9]. In addition, nonlinear 
load has high level of react energy consumption; 
hence losses in energy system rise, overload of gene-
rators, transformers and transmission lines begin to 
happen. Oscillations of system voltage arise. In gener-
ally quality of supplied energy reduces [10, 11]. 
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Here is a simple and effective control system of parallel active power filter. This parallel active power filter 
can improve the quality of the mains voltage when using non-linear loads. This is achieved by a significant re-
duction in the parallel active power filter harmonic current load and load power factor correction, while avoid-
ing the risk of resonance phenomena typical of passive filters. This control system is a parallel active power fil-
ter may be used either in single phase mains or in three phase mains. We offer method of applying developed 
control system of parallel active filter. Mathematic model of parallel active power filter has been developed in 
Matlab 7.11, and its modeled results have been shown as obtained from filter performing for active-inductive
load. In order to verify the obtained mathematic results of modeling process Matlab 7.11 set up has been de-
signed in order to do research of current relay controller (RCC). On this installation has been confirmed by 
practical ability to use the RCC as a key element for the creation of the proposed control system is a parallel ac-
tive power filter. 
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power quality regulates GOST R 54149
cording to GOST R 54149-2010, all indicators of the 
quality of electric power can be divided into two cat
gories – long-lasting changes and random events. For 
lasting changes include: the frequency deviation, slow 
voltage changes, voltage fluctuations and flicker, vo
tage unbalance of non-sinusoidal voltages in three
phase systems. As the random events considered inte
ruptions, voltage sags, surges and voltage pulse [1

It should be to note that nonlinear distortions in 
mains on hand of consumers are nearly reasoned by 
own actions of consumers in their areas, and seldom 
they are brought with mains [4, 11, 13]. So consumers 
must control influence their equipment to mai
themselves. And, if it’s needed, they must provide 
compensation of nonlinear distortions and generate 
reactive power in the direct way on places where it’s 
consumed. So far the hardware to correct one or more 
rate of electric power quality and implic
ters of consumed reactive power has been passive 
power filters of harmonics, compensating capacitor 
batteries and synchronous compensators.  However, as 
in past decades there are new achievements to develop 
new high efficiency power semiconducto
are full controlled, such as IGBT transistors; so it’s 
become possible to decide this issue by means of active 
filters of electric energy (AFE) [14, 15]. Nowadays 
AFE are the newest and the most perspective devices to 
correct distortions in mains. These devices allow the 
most effectively enhancing quality of electric energy in 
distributing networks. The active filters are quick
operating devices, and so they allow compensating full 
range of harmonics and providing reactive power to 
mains only when it’s required, comparatively with pa
sive harmonics filters have a restricted range of ha
monics to compensate. Besides, passive filters supply 
reactive power to mains continuously [16, 17]. 

To provide protective for mains from negative i
fluence of semiconductor converters, mainly parallel 
active filters (PAEF) are used. They allow very much 
reducing quantity of harmonic part of inverter current 
and, in fact, provide compensating full reactive power 
consumed by them [18–24]. All PAEF, produced in 
industry, have similar structure of power part and su
ficient efficiency, and universality. However, they 
have a high cost of technical implementation, and they 
have a complicated system of control, based on high
performance microprocessor, executing control
PAEF by means of sophisticated algorithms; that 
makes them worse as reliable.  

By the way, researches to develop high
performance reliable control systems of active filters 
are quite prospective now.   

Let’s discuss facility to develop simple system, 
based on relay control of current (RC), to control 
PAEF. 

Performance for active-inductive load has been 
modeled in software environment, called Matlab in 
7.11 version, in order to analyze influence of nonl
near load to mains. Active-inductive load is 
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result of computer modeling in Fig

 

Fig. 1. Slope of instantaneous current, supplied
from mains through  single

 and his range of harmonics 

According to the analysis of the harmonic content 
of the current in Fig. 1, the value of the total harmonic 
distortion is 34.27 %, which is several times the 
normable GOST R 54149-2010 coefficient of harmo
ic distortion in 8 % [12]. 

In order to eliminate harmonic distortions, a
thors suggest PAEF, based on new method to get 
«ideal» current and to form control impulses for PAEF 
implemented by relay current control. 

Scheme PAEF is connected to mains by, is 
shown in Fig. 2. 
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The operation principle of suggested 
trol system is to compensate difference between real 
and «ideal» load currents flying through active filter at 
any moment of time. 

«Ideal» current, fed from mains, is defined by 
equation of balance of power, conveyed through d.c. 
scheme into load:  

const cap nP U I  ,                            
where Ucap is voltage between condenser armature,

In is current consumed by load through bridge 
rectifier. 

Assume power, consumed by load, is equal full 
power, shown as S, that is supplied from mains: 

C CS U I  ,                            
where Ic is root-mean-square current, 

Uc is root-mean-square voltage of mains.
Hence let’s count magnitude of «ideal» current, 

fed from mains: 

d

sc

Ii
k

 ,                            

where ksc is rate of the bridge circuit, 
Id is load d.c. current. 
Instantaneous ideal current is: 

( ) sin( )* d

sc

Ii t t
k

    ,                          

where φ is set phase shift between fed current and 
mains voltage. 

Then make a compare for calculated «ideal» cu
rent with measured real load current: 

*( ) ( ) ( )нi t i t i t   .                            
By the way, PAEF control system is formed by 

equations (1)–(5).  
Value of difference between «ideal» and

rents is entered into block of relay current control 
(RCC) together with PAEF current feedback. At first, 
RCC is configured by hysteresis value that determines 
precision to process the reference signal of current. By 
way of RCC performance there is continues compa
ing difference of instantaneous «ideal» load current 
and real load current, flying through uncontrolled re
tifier, with instantaneous current through PAEF. As 
result of this compare, output signal to control aut
nomous inverter of voltage is formed so that instant
neous PAEF current value should be as close as poss
ble to value of difference between «ideal» load current 
and real one. The difference of these values are tried 
to be in hysteresis area by RCC. Then the formed ou
put signals are conducted to input of autonomous i
verter of current (ACI) that then forms instantaneous 
PAEF current as outcome. That current compensates 
possible nonlinear distortions of load current. By the 
way, as result, a form of current, fed from mains 
through «uncontrolled rectifier – PAEF» system, b
comes sinusoidal as approximate as possible. 

In point of view of physics, current forming is 
implemented by means energy storing or energy r
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turning through capacitor of filter via autonomous 
inverter of current.  

Basing on data, derived by way of theoretical 
calculations, the computer model of PAEF, connected 
between uncontrolled bridge rectifier with active
inductive load and single-phase mains and in parallel 
way with ones, has been developed in mathematics 
software Matlab 7.11. 
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Fig. 3. PAEF control system

 
The slope of instantaneous PAEF current, o

tained by way of modeling, is shown in Fig
 

Fig. 4. Slope of instantaneous current «

 
The current, supplied from mains to load, «I» and 

the mains voltage «U», obtained by way of modeling, 
are shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Slope of instantaneous current «I» and instant

neous voltage «U», supplied from mains to «uncontrolled 
rectifier-PAEF» system

 
As it’s seen from Fig. 5, current, supplied to «u

controlled rectifier-PAEF» system, doesn’t only have 
a sinusoidal form, but coincide with mains voltage in 
phase.  

Harmonics analysis of «uncontrolled rectifier
PAEF» system current, obtained by way of modeling, 
are shown in Fig. 6. 
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4. Slope of instantaneous current « fI » PAEF 
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5. Slope of instantaneous current «I» and instanta-
neous voltage «U», supplied from mains to «uncontrolled 

PAEF» system 
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Fig. 6. Slope of instantaneous current, consumed

by «uncontrolled rectifier-PAEF» system from mains, 
and diagram of harmonic range of current

 
From the results of the study of the harmonic 

composition of the current drawn by the 
rectifier-PAEF» system follows that the level of total 
harmonic distortion is 0.89 %, which meets the r
quirements of GOST R 54149-2010 

In order to confirm results, obtained by modeling 
in Matlab 7.11, practically, set up to research RC
been made. In fig. 7 general view of set up is revealed. 

Represented set up has follow part: 
PS22054» power module and «Mitsubishi 1200V DIP 
IPM (PS2205X) EVALUATION BOARD»
board module. Those modules are used as autonomous 
inverter of current. 24 V regulated power supply is 
connected to ACI input. Single-phase load is co
nected, as combination of resistor and inductive coil, 
to ACI output. RCC functions are implemented by 
program logic controller «Arduino MEGA 2560» 
based on «Atmel Atmega 2560» chip. The magnitude 
and frequency current references and current fee
back, obtained from current sensor in load circuit, are 
entered to inputs of controller. Control signals of pulse 
width modulation (PWM) for power gates are given 
from MEGA 2560 outputs. Measuring of set up output 
values are provided by oscilloscope «HANTEK 
DSO8060» and multimeter «MASTECH M890F».

Principle of operation of set up is to form and 
maintain load current in set frequency and magnitude 
values by relay current control. 

The results of RCC operation, obtained by way of 
the set up performance, are represented in Fig

As it follows from the slope in Fig
meter readings, load current is formed as sinusoid of 
set magnitude and frequency. By way of examination
of slope in detail it can be possible to observe high
frequency rippling in relate to carrying signal of main 
frequency. That is result of RRC operates to form r
quired output current curve. Besides, level of these 
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frequency rippling in relate to carrying signal of main 
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rippling will be so low how narrow value
area is. That’s in its turn depends on maximum of fr
quency generated by power gates of ACI. In other 
words, the higher frequency of PWM, the narrower 
hysteresis area, the lower level of current ripping. 

So as PWM frequency increases, accur
RCC performance increases, too. For the being di
cussed set up, PWM frequency is quite low about 
500 Hz, because of it’s the highest frequency Atmega 
2560 can attain via discrete outputs. However, other 
up-to-date controllers can provide PWM in 
up to 20 KHz. That does it possible to increase acc
racy of similar set up very much.

Conclusions 
By the way, during exercised theoretical inquiries 

and mathematical modeling PAEF, principle to co
pose control system for PAEF in single
has been developed. It’s been based on using of relay 
current control (КСС0 and the revealed way to calc
late ideal load current. That allows to obtain steady 
operation of PAEF and to compensate harmonics 
range in current, supplied from mains to uncontr
bridge rectifier that operates for active
Also, it allows compensating dynamic reactive power 
of load.  

 

Fig. 7. General view of set up to research RCC
 

Fig. 8. The load current, displayed via oscilloscope
during set up works

 
As practical evidence of verity of results, has b

ing modeled for PAEF in mathematic software 
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MATLAB 7.11, has been developed set up to research 
relay current control. Facility to use RCC as main part 
for construction PAEF is been verified in practical 
way. 

Also, during analyzing PAEF operation, it’s been 
established as well that developed PAEF control sys-
tem on RCC has many advantages as simplicity of 
implementation, reduced cost of manufacture, easy to 
exploit, reliability and high-operation to performance, 
high quality of compensating harmonic range of cur-
rent and voltage in network, and also, facility to com-
pensate reactive power of load. Those all together with 
facility to regulate regimes of PAEF operation by 
changing hysteresis area width, provide high accom-
modation efficiency and universality of PAEF perfor-
mance.  

Hence, using PAEF, based on developed control 
system, for nonlinear devices, connected to single-
phase mains, allows enhancing electromagnetic com-
patibility of nonlinear devices with mains. That would 
influence positively as on whole mains, so on its con-
sumers in particularly, and so it’d provide enhancing 
reliability and efficiency of power supply. 
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ПРАКТИЧЕСКАЯ РЕАЛИЗАЦИЯ РЕЛЕЙНОГО РЕГУЛЯТОРА ТОКА 
КАК ОСНОВНОГО ЭЛЕМЕНТА  АКТИВНОГО ФИЛЬТРА 
ЭЛЕКТРОЭНЕРГИИ 
В.Н. Мещеряков, М.М. Хабибуллин, И.С. Павлов  
 
 

Разработана простая и эффективная система управления параллельным активным фильт-
ром электроэнергии. Такой параллельный активный фильтр электроэнергии позволяет повы-
сить качество напряжения в электросети при работе нелинейной нагрузки. Это достигается за 
счет существенного снижения параллельным активным фильтром электроэнергии гармониче-
ских составляющих тока нагрузки и компенсации реактивной мощности нагрузки, при этом 
исключается вероятность возникновения резонансных явлений свойственных пассивным 
фильтрам. Данная система управления параллельным активным фильтром электроэнергии 
может быть использована как в однофазных, так и в трехфазных электрических сетях. Пред-
ложен способ реализации разработанной системы управления параллельным активным 
фильтром электроэнергии. Построена компьютерная модель активного фильтра электроэнер-
гии в программной среде Matlab 7.11 и приведены результаты моделирования ее работы на 
активно-индуктивную нагрузку. Для практического подтверждения результатов математиче-
ского моделирования в программной среде Matlab 7.11 создана установка по исследованию 
релейного регулятора тока (РРТ). На этой установке практическим путем была подтверждена 
возможность использования РРТ как основного элемента для создания предложенной систе-
мы управления ПАФЭ. 

Ключевые слова: вентильный преобразователь, гармоники тока, релейный регулятор то-
ка, электромагнитная совместимость, активный фильтр, система управления активным 
фильтром. 
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